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SOCSoter Launches Managed Cloud SIEM Platform 
 
 
Hagerstown, MD - Monday, August 10, 2020 – In response to emerging cloud network threats, 
SOCSoter is excited to introduce a brand-new offering:  Managed Cloud SIEM.  As with all of 
SOCSoter’s offerings, the Managed Cloud SIEM platform will be offered exclusively through the 
Managed Service Provider (MSP) channel.  MSP partners will be able to effectively monitor existing 
cloud offerings through a security lens never before available in the market.   
 
SOCSoter’s Managed Cloud SIEM solution provides API integrations with cloud services traditionally 
offered by MSPs like Microsoft, Cisco and Sophos.  API integrations offered through the Managed Cloud 
SIEM are available on an “all-you-can-eat” basis; in other words, unlimited API integrations for one low 
monthly price. 
 
As a stand-alone product, the Managed Cloud SIEM will monitor activity on any integrated APIs being 
used in the customer’s environment.  When used in conjunction with the SOCSoter on-premise Managed 
SOC-SIEM and the SOCSoter Managed EDR, the Managed Cloud SIEM serves to close “the security 
loop”, offering comprehensive protection for both on and off-premise devices accessing cloud resources.     
 
The new Managed Cloud SIEM platform from SOCSoter implements automated threat intelligence and 
built-in security rules, adding data enrichment that highlights signs of potential malicious activity.  
However, mere technology is not enough to protect organizations from cybercrime.  The SOCSoter 
Managed Cloud SIEM is backed by an US-based, 24/7 Security Operation Center (SOC), as well.  
SOCSoter’s team of certified SOC analysts are always on hand to investigate alerts and assess their threat 
level.  If a critical threat is identified, the analysts can quickly take action. 
 
The complete SOCSoter SOC-SIEM suite of products allows SOC analysts to dive into network, endpoint 
and cloud data; leveraging threat intelligence, emerging threat techniques and the MITRE ATT&CK 
framework to determine if malicious activity is taking place anywhere in the customers environment.   
 
Eric Pinto, SOCSoter’s Senior Director of Channel added, “Our partners regularly ask for more effective 
ways to monitor their cloud infrastructure.  With Managed Cloud SIEM, service providers are better 
positioned to monitor and secure a wide range of cloud services. Deploying Cloud SIEM increases 
both visibility and awareness in their most sensitive customer environments allowing partners to better 
react to concerns in real time.” 
 
About SOCSoter:  
 
SOCSoter offers Managed Detection and Response (MDR) and SOC Services on a SIEM platform to help 
cross-selling, up-selling and account acquisition for MSPs operating in the SMB market. No need for 
additional IT staff or training; just comprehensive 24/7 network security at an affordable monthly price so 
you can grow your business. SOCSoter offers managed and professional services through their 
proprietary technology.  
 
For more information regarding SOCSoter and the services they provide small and mid-sized businesses 
call (866)977-7621 or visit www.socsoter.com.  
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